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A great capacity of poetry that has been much in arrears in our 

most retrograde time has been the capacity of poetry to reconnect 

us to the primal, celestial, mythic, and irrational. In other words, 

what makes life worth living.

While the poems of Redwork carry their share of grief, fear, outrage, 

and dread, the world isn’t too much with them. They are nimble, 

graceful in starkness, and at times fucking funny. Here is a poetry 

not afraid to be resourceful and even droll in the face of apocalypse.

These poems wear most of their flash inside with the fundamental, 

epistemological doubt that often attends a living poetic process 

because such a process both leads to and may require isolation. 

Since Rimbaud, such a poet is always outside society, always alone.

These are I-driven poems. But this isn’t the identity-I, which is an 

extrusion of this sausage-making of culture, but rather an I as word 

of singular ability to serve as aperture, as porthole to the ocean. 

Who is this I? The author, obviously, but that’s ancient history. 

Something happens when I consider that I as me. Even more 

happens when we think of that I as the poem itself singing itself 

into being like a hyena pup.

These poems aren’t suffering from a social disease, they have far 

more gumption and suffer from something unknown. 

— Dean Young    

Foreword
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1

The coffin star

The best thing I did last week was

sit in a chair while blood leaked out of me

in a non-traumatic way.

It is just a normal thing

in this kind of universe where

you can say anything you want

then cover it up with moans.

Like how I was kicking around

in the chalky dirt of a field

on a hill in the sunshine

the arid grass full of insects

and there in the dust

alongside some improbably small wild strawberries

were scattered precious stones

freshly cut and candy colored

but totally unloved.
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Political theory 

In a famous painting of a founding father

and the back end of a horse

it’s the horse butt that’s properly lit

groomed out    smooth an immortal peach.

Who can say what it means about revolution

that the horse’s tail emerges as though it had no bones in it

no chunky mechanics of the living.

And the horse is not well-muscled

 

but has been living in the rich grass

swollen like a birthday balloon.
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Poem on a national holiday

How is it satisfied

I asked  clapping my hands violently

 

and waving

in fear that I would miss the parade.

 

I might have lost my sight

without noticing.

 

Gone on imagining

I saw the same linked-up rooms I moved through

 

or some cool gray space

where a silence could be made.

 

I wanted a little animal

to climb inside it cleanly.

 

I was asking to be left alone

but in answer the sun shone brighter.




